German Philosophy
Dr. Frieder Otto Wolf
This course will be based upon contemporary attempts at rethinking a global philosophical perspective.

European Studies
Dr. Jan-Henrik Meyer
The course will introduce the basics of the European Union and explain the processes of widening and deepening this unique political entity.

Tip: Click to watch a recording on YouTube

German Language and Culture - Deutsche Sprache und Kultur
Various instructors
These courses are offered on different levels starting from absolute beginner.

Seduction and Terror
Dr. Marcus Funck
This course focuses on Hitler’s Germany, beginning with the essential 19th century background and ending with the Second World War.

Twentieth Century Berlin
Dr. Lauren van Vuuren
This course is about Berlin, and the story of its tumultuous and epoch defining twentieth century.

Find out more about what FUBiS has to offer on the FUBiS website.
Get an impression of what our on-site program in Berlin looks like.